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Summary 
Recent methods for extracting precise measurements of spatial gene expression patterns from three-
dimensional (3D) image data opens the way for new analysis of the complex gene regulatory networks 
controlling animal development. To support analysis of this novel and highly complex data we 
developed PointCloudXplore (PCX), an integrated visualization framework that supports dedicated 
multi-modal, physical and information visualization views along with algorithms to aid in analyzing 
the relationships between gene expression levels. Using PCX, we helped our science stakeholders to 
address many questions in 3D gene expression research, e.g., to objectively define spatial pattern 
boundaries and temporal profiles of genes and to analyze how mRNA patterns are controlled by their 
regulatory transcription factors. 
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            (a) Classification of eve                 (b) Scatter-plot of eve stripes     (c) Parallel coordinates of eve stripes 
re 1. a) Classification of the expression pattern of even skipped (eve). Clustering detects the seven stripes
e eve pattern as well as intra-stripe variations. b) Each stripe of the eve pattern is marked by one cluster (bottom
. The clusters are then highlighted in a scatter-plot of the genes Krüppel (Kr), hunchback (hb), and giant (Gt),
re large differences between the stripes are readily visible. The available data has implicated gt, hb, and Kr in
rolling some stripes, but the scatter-plot suggests that these factors have the potential to each regulate all stripes by
 unique combinations of expression levels. c) 3D parallel coordinates –with lines sorted according to physical cell
tions— allow analysis of expression characteristics of the stripes in many gene dimensions.  ___________________________ 
10) 486-7353, ewbethel@lbl.gov 
Understanding the control of embryo 
elopment is a fundamental question in 
logy. Specific combinations of developmental 
ulatory factors, which form part of complex 
etic regulatory networks and ultimately 
rdinate the expression of all genes, determine 
ell’s fate. As a result, the developing embryo 
ibits an extraordinarily complex set of spatial 
and temporal gene expression patterns. To gain 
insight into the complex genetic regulatory 
networks controlling gene expression, the 
Berkeley Drosophila Transcription Network 
Project (BDNTP) is generating 3D gene 
expression data that describes the output of the 
network at cellular resolution for about 100 genes 
at different stages of embryonic development. A 
 large variety of questions can be addressed by 
performing analysis of these new data sets.  
Analysis of such highly complex data is a 
challenging task. Of particular interest is the 
interplay between different types of genes, 
particularly determining the relationships between 
expression levels across a set of genes. For 
example, cells in a given region of the organism 
may exhibit high expression levels of one gene 
but a low expression level of another. 
Determining these relationships is a non-trivial 
effort. 
In collaboration with the BDTNP life 
sciences researchers, we developed PCX, a 
flexible tool for integrated interactive visual 
exploration and analysis of the temporally varying 
3D gene expression data. Multi-modal physical 
and information visualization views, such as 
scatter-plots and parallel coordinates, are linked 
via the concept of cell selection. A user selects 
cells of interest in any view, and then those 
selected cells are highlighted in all other views.  
We integrated data clustering into PCX to 
aid in exploration and analysis of 3D gene 
expression data. We developed a dedicated cluster 
quality measure based on physical scattering of 
clustering results to improve cluster validation 
and to aid in determining the appropriate number 
of clusters. The interplay of data visualization and 
data clustering leads to improved visualization 
and enables more detailed analysis than 
previously possible. 
Using PCX, many relevant questions in 3D 
gene expression research can be addressed. 
Clustering can, e.g., be used to objectively define 
spatial pattern boundaries (see Figure 1). 
Characteristic details within a pattern can be 
identified (Figure 1a) as well as detailed 
comparison of expression characteristics of 
different domains of an expression pattern 
becomes possible (Figure 1b, c). PCX has proven 
useful for temporal gene profile analysis. Using 
PCX, biologists were able to discover more 
complex changes in expression patterns than 
before. To analyze how expression patterns are 
controlled by their regulatory transcription 
factors, we used PCX to identify groups of cells 
that behave similar with respect to the expression 
of potential regulators (see Figure 2). In this case, 
the analysis suggested, e.g., that the gene hb may 
be able to mediate differential transcription along 
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 Figure 2. Surface plot of eve. By using the
regulators gt, hb, and Kr of eve as input to data
clustering different characteristic parts of the
second stripe can be identified indicating that these
parts are regulated differently.  oth body axes of the embryo and not only on the 
nterior/posterior axis as typically thought.  
The software, PCX, is distributed using an 
pen Source license. The software is available 
hrough the BDTNP website (bdtnp.lbl.gov) 
longside the time-varying, 3D gene expression 
ata. 
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